Wordscapes level 5359 answers
Wordscapes level 5359 in the Bare Group and Brink Pack contains 12 words
and the letters AEMNS making it a relatively moderate level.
This puzzle 54 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 63,058 words and 258,693 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
MAN, MEN, SEA, AMEN, MANE, MEAN, NAME, SAME, SANE, SEAM, MESA, SEAMAN.
The extra or bonus words are:
AMENS, AMA, MANAS, EMS, MNA, MNAS, NAE, SAN, SAE, MES, NAM, NAAM, EANS, SEN,
SEAN, MASA, ANS, EAN, ENS, SAMA, ANES, MAA, ANE, NAES, NAMS, ANAS, ANSA,
MASE, ANA, MEANS, MAS, AMAS, ANSAE, MANES, MAES, ASEA, MANS, SMA, NEMAS, SAMAN,
NEMA, MAAS, MANSE, MENSA, NAAMS, MAE, NAS, SAM, AME, MANA, EAS, AAS,
NAMES, SENA.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5359
MAN - An adult male human.
MEN - Plural form of man.
SEA - A large body of salty water. (Major seas are known as oceans.).
AMEN - At the end of Judeo-Christian prayers: so be it.
MANE - Longer hair growth on back of neck of an animal, especially a horse or lion.
MEAN - To intend.
NAME - Any nounal word or phrase which indicates a particular person, place, class, o
r thing.
SAME - Not different or other; not another or others; not different as regards self;
selfsame; numerically identical.
SANE - Being in a healthy condition; not deranged; acting rationally; -- regarding th
e mind.
SEAM - A folded back and stitched piece of fabric; especially, the stitching that joi
ns two or more pieces of fabric.
MESA - Flat area of land or plateau higher than other land, with one or more clifflik
e edges.
SEAMAN - A mariner or sailor, one who mans a ship. Opposed to landman or landsman.

